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FEATURES: Freddy Clements* PAGE 1 1  SPORTS: Basketball* PAGE 13 
Angela Ellingsen, afreshman student worker, who was uninvolved with Fritz 
the making of false student IDS, demonstrates the ease of making ID cards. 
Fake ID'S and free tickets 
Scott Hopkin and Smith Athletic Director, says that informa- Fditor-in-Chief and tion about the tickets was given to the 
Anniston Star. 
Airline tickets and false student IDS She says someone called the Star 
may cause problems for JSU athletics. and left a message on their answering 
According to Randy Woodrow, JSU machine, irrquiring why the Anniston 
attorney, an internal investigation was Star hasn't written a story about the 
completed in mid-October, and a re- investigation. 
port was turned over to the TAAC This tape was turned over to Jerry 
conference. Cole, and he played it at a staff meet- 
Jerry Cole, Director of Athletics, said ing in front of coaches and staff. 
the University "submitted it [the situa- When asked about the tape from the 
tion] to the conference, and they Anniston Star, Cole said, "We had a 
thought it could be handled institu- staff meeting, and that was ,one thing 
tionally, which it was, and there was that was discussed, and I think proba- 
no reason for them to forward it to the bly that wasn't a problem, that was a 
NCAA." matter of trying to enlighten people, or 
TAAC refused to comment, due to to inform people, so that rely so much 
their policy. on rumors." 
Jerry. Cole refused to say what the Cole would not comment as  to ,what  
TAAC investigation was about. "I'm was supposfed to  be enlightened, 
not sure that I can tell you what it's "because of personalities involved and 
about because we cannot imply things because everybody seems to be afraid 
about employees," says Cole. "Lets of this looming threat  of being 
just say that it was handled, or it was sued ..it wasn't because we had any 
administered properly and the proper problems with any of the staff, it was 
steps have been taken to prevent it a so-called outsider." 
from happening According to 
again." - a n  anonymous 
an 'YWe] submitted it [the situation] to S 0 U r c e 7  Os- 
article in  the Jack- bourne's husband 
sonville news, false 
the conference, and they thought it 
hnn y,  was ac - 
student IDs were could be handled institutionally, cused of 
created so that ath- which if was, and there was no reason the information to - - -  
letes could fly to for them to forward it to the NCAA. " the Anniston Star. 
away games on al- Animals run wild on campus ready ets under bought ot er tick- S ~ U -  " The source states - Jerry Cole that  Johnny Os- bourne volun- 
by Thomas Webb dent ' s  names.  teered for  a l ie 
News Editor think we'll be able to save that." Anonymous sources say that  Lady detector test, but was told that  i t  The other kitten, however, was com- Gamecock golf coach, Bob Parker, was wasn't necessary. 
When Housekeeping brought him two pletely blind. The kittens, according to involved. Within a few days, the tape was 
wild kittens, International House Director Curren, had an eye infection which could Parker, who worked at JSU's ticket played for the coaches. 
Grindley Curren knew they would need easily have been treated if they had been office, declined to comment. He was Ken Patterson, Sports Editor of the 
,medical attention right away. born in a home. Their sight problems released from his job making student Anniston Star, said he didn't give a 
They [Housekeeping] had noticed these made the two kittens very dependent on IDS, though he is still the Assistant tape to Cole. "I gave no tape to Jerry 
kittens that had a wild mom ... They told each other. Golf Coach. Cole," says Patterson, "if I had one I 
me about them, and I said 'Well, if you "What was kind of touching about the According to the JSU bookstore, it would have used it." Also, Patterson 
can catch them give them to me,' and they whole deal was that the totally blind one has taken over making student IDS. says that no such tape exists. 
did," Curren said. "We got them straight was so dependent on the other one," Cur- Cole says, "There's a study that goes "There's no tape to my knowledge. 
to the vet, and one of them had one eye. I ren said. "They're a perfect pair. They do through and it 's really cut backs and The Anniston Star did not hand over a 
things together, and the partially sighted where you can economize people and tape to anybody." 
one took care of the blind one." positions you can do without and Bob Cole says, "I've got a tape, but I 
waskrndof touchingabout Curren took care of the two kittens for was caught up in that, but he's still didn't get i t  from the Anniston Star." 
the whole deal  as that the total& about a week before they were placed coaching our girls. " He refused to tell where the tape came 
blind one was so dependent on the together. One reason that Curren devoted When asked if Parker's losing his from, or what it said. 
other one " his time to taking care of the kittens is his ticket job had something to do with the "It concerns personalities," says Cole 
intense love of animals. TAAC investigations, Cole said "His "and we don't discuss personalities." 
coaching part didn't, no." - Grindley Curren see b h a l s  4 Marilyn Osbourne, former Assistant 
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SGA Senate: "We're not done yet." 
*JSU College Bowl: January 20-21 Applications available 
January 5, 1998. Application deadline January 16, 1998. For 
more information call or stop by the Student Activities Office on 
the 4th floor-TMB - 782-5491 
*History of Christianity Series: The second in a series of 
presentations on the History of Christianity, The Trial and Testi- 
mony of the Early Church, will be offered free for JSU interna- 
tional students and interested others at Convenant Lutheran 
Church, 406 Pelham Road North, Sunday evening, December 7, 
1997 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. For more information about the 
program, call 435-8678. 
*The Anniston Museum of Natural History announce their 
special exhibitions for December 1997: Warhol: Endangered 
Species (now until Dec. 31) in the Changing Exhibits Gallery, A 
Winter Market art show (now until Dec 3 1) in the museum lobby, 
Santa's Secret Wrap-up (Dec. 6), Gladys Denizard's book signing 
for "Simply Gladys" (Dec. 6), Gingerbread Wonderland (Dec. 6-7) 
and Saturday Alive (Dec 27). For more information call 237-6766 
or visit www.anniston.org on the World Wide Web. 
*The Inter-Fraternity Council would like to congratulate the 
following IFC delegates who are now the newly elected IFC 
officers for 1998: 
President Brad Miller Alpha Tau Omega 
VP Rush Josh Beardon Sigma Phi Epsilon 
VP Judicial Chris Robinson Kappa Sigma 
Secretary Demck Richardson Kappa Alpha Psi 
Treasurer Todd Campbell Kappa Sigma 
Public RelationsRussell Lee Taylor Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Kappa Epsilon and 92J have began their annual Adopt- 
An-Angel Program for the Salvation Army of Calhoun County. 
The goal of this year's program is 200 sponsored children in the 
Jacksonville area. TKE and 92J are asking for the help of JSU and 
the Jacksonville commurjty to reach their goal. For more informa- 
tion on how you can help, call Russell Taylor (TKE) at 782-2400, 
Hose Hosier (925) at  782-5572 or Libby Champion (Salvation 
Army) at 236-5643. 
*ACTheater will usher in the Christmas season with the De- 
cember opening of the rollicking comedy A Tuna Christmas b~ 
Jaston Williams, Joe Sears, and Ed Howard. Performances a1 
ACTtheatre, 1230 Noble Street, are Dec 5, 6, 12, and 13 at 8 PM 
and Dec. 7 and 14 at 2 PM. Tickets are $1 2 for adults $1 0 f o ~  
Seniors and Military, and $5 for students. 
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by Thomas Webb 
News Editor 
After thirty-eight bills, four resolu- 
tions, two concerts, a hypnotist and a 
Gong Show, members of the SGA 
senate feel they have had a major 
impact on life at JSU. 
"We've don; some great things as 
an SGA this semester," SGA Presi- 
dent Chris Glover said at this week's 
meeting. "The way they're going to 
do graduation from now on is going 
to be changed.. . We also had a great 
hand in forming the food court that 
will be put in this building. We've 
also done a lot of work: we've had 
the largest concert that this school 
has ever had. " 
This semester the SGA has passed 
resolutions supporting a new food 
court in the TMB, and having stu- 
dents march in and out at gradua- 
tion. This year's Senate has also 
tried to bring more entertainment to 
JSU this year. 
"As far as entertainment-wise, the 
school has been so-called apathetic 
in the past. I don't know if it was the 
school, or the lack of events." SGA SGA Senate President Leanne J o r h  talks after a meeting Fritz 
2nd Vice President Gregg Swindall the year. Casino Night, another issue with the city of Jacksonville, 
said. "This semester has probably blood drive, and possibly another according to Swindall, trying to get 
been one of the most packed concert are in the works for next the city to paint lines on Mountain 
semesters as far as events, as far as semester. Street. 
quality movies, not one concert, but "We're in the process of working "I think the city is looking down 
two concerts, a hypnosis show, a on another concert," Swindall said. on the University, and is not helping 
gong show, and several other events "It will be a college band. Right now us with that," Swindall said. "So our 
that have occurred during the year. I really can't divulge anything." safety committee has taken it into 
And the fact is, that was one Glover said that more on-campus their own hands. We're going to 
semester." 
The Senate itself has been more 
active than last year's, passing 10 
bills more than last year's senate had 
by this time last year. Part of this 
increase was a result of bills dealing 
with allocations. This year the rules 
changed so the whole body of the 
Senate voted on allocations, rather 
than leaving their approval solely up 
to the Allocations Committee. 
The Senate has also tried to get 
more people involved on campus. 
This year has seen an increase in 
turnout at many SGA-sponsored 
events. Jordan says this rise in in- 
volvement has been reflected in the 
attitude of this year's senators. 
"It seems like people are just more 
motivated this time," Jordan said. "I 
don't know really what the difference 
is, to be honest, but, on campus I've 
seen more involvement in everything 
really. I haven't had to throw people 
events could help raise the univer- stand up against the city, -and-say 
sity's visibility for prospective stu- 'This is what we want.' We're tired 
dents. of people getting tickets for weaving 
when there are no lines. As far as 
"The thing is we're not done, the whole Senate, we're standng up, 
and ifstudents wouldjust real- and we're showing what we're made 
of." jze i f  there's something that Despite all the has done this 
you want, come to us" semester, members think there is 
-Gregg Swindall still room for improvement. SGA 
senator Ryan Kruzinski thinks his 
"We'd like to see a little more fellow senators should be more vocal 
entertainment come to campus ... It about what they want. 
satisfies the students need to-do "I do think that there are a lot of 
something," Glover said. "It also people who don't give their opinion 
helps recruit students. It looks good and just kind of go with the flow," 
when you have something big here. Kruzinski says. "Each one of us is 
At the last concert we had ... there an individual, and I think that we 
were a lot of hlgh school students hav5 the right to exercise that indi- 
here. Good chance is, they were viduality. And I think that we 
here, they had a good impression should a little more than we have. 
while they were here at school, and However, we have made great 
maybe they'll come to school at Jack- strides, as far as I'm concerned, and 
sonville when they graduate." as far as I know from other SGAs." 
off the Senate for missing a bunch of Several SGA committees also have Swindall said that students should 
meetings." plans for next semester. One com- approach the SGA with ideas for 
Swindall said he has also noticed a mittee wants to bring a new tradition events they want to see on campus. 
difference from last year's Senate. to JSU sports events. "The thing is we're not done, and 
"I was on the Senate last year, and "The Spirit Committee wants to if students would just realize if 
I've noticed that we've taken more get a way that we can tailgate around there's something that you want, 
action," Swindall said. "We've tried campus," Jordan said. "I mean, if come to us," Swindall said. "We'll 
to make a statement on campus that you ever go to a campus that tail- do the best we can to get it done. 
we're going to be involved that what gates, it makes it seem more real And the fact is, students have 
we do really does matter, and that we when you're there at the ball game. showed concern, and we are doing 
are representing the students well." It gives more spirit to everybody, I things, and things will continue to be 
The Senate also has plans to con- guess." done. Come to us and we'll show 
tinue this trend through the rest of The Safety Committee is taking you." 
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Inhale smoothly: stress and finals 1 Faculty members lose their senses 
by Rachel Riddell -place yoTfinger tips in the little pits mediate effect of too much sweet st& 
Managing Editor under each collar-bone. Inhale will take a heavy toll on your moodsoods 
smoothly and fully to f d  your finger -Try to avoid too many alcoholic bev- 
What can Jacksonville State stu- tips to move. erages. 
dents, along with everyone else, do to -Each out breath must be an act of -Take long naps. Don't miss out on 
prepare and relax at this stressful time relaxation. You must be very con- that much needed sleep. 
of the year? Bob Boyle says, "if1 can, scious of this fact and focus on this -Keep moving. Go for a brisk walk 
I get away from it (stress). I'll go to a aspect. Breathing fully is a challenge, after dinner; dance to your favorite 
restaurant around here, like Cooter and at first it might be difficult to do tunes. 
Brown's or Huddle House. This time it smoothly; don't worry, keep practic- -Take time for a placid night. w e t  
of the year is the least stressful time of ing. You'll know when you are doing moments alone can give you great 
the semester because I study through- it right because each out breath will peace of mind. 
out the whole semester and avoid take you deeper and deeper into the (Tips courtesy of http:/ 
cramming. " relaxationexperience. www.healthnet/themes/Holi&Yw) 
All lives are full of demands that Coping with stress at this time of The key to all of this is to keep 
effect us at different levels. As a re- the year is much easier if you antici- stress from overwhelming you. plan 
sult, some symptoms start to show up, pate it and employ a few more tech- ahead rest, and eat well. Take care of 
such as anxiety, depression, and other niques to reduce its effect upon you. your body and emotional well-being. 
negative mood states often expressing -Don't eat too much sugar. The im- YOU can survive it all if you try. 
anger, or irritability. Some physical 
by Buffy Smith teered to be blindfolded for the cause "I 
News Writer was totally dependant on my wife. It 
was the first time I can remember shut- 
Last Tue&y, twelve JSU faculty ting my mouth." 
and vO1unteeredto have Dr. Cus imo,  Assistant Vice Presi- 
a disability for a few h o w  hus partic- dent of Academic and Student Affairs 
ipating in JSU's asability Awareness was also blind for a day. She says, 
"Everything I tried to do was Merent, 
From 9 A.M. until 12 P.M. these difficult--answering the phone, using 
JSU employees cxnducted their nor- the computer, walking to the water 
activities with a disability, fountain, sitting through a meeting. 
The goal of the awareness day was to Everything was a challenge." Cusi- 
enlighten people of the challenges that mano said that she learned "renewed 
JSU's disabled Students undergo every- appreciation for those who live with 
their disability on a daily basis. I could 
''om of the h n g s  we were hoping take the blindfold o@" 
for was for the to what a There are over 150 clkabled students 
it is for some &dentsjust to at Jax State. JSUs Disabled Student 
get to class everyday," Says Janet Senices provides support for these stu- 
Wlute of Disabled Student Services. dents. "Our mission is .&demic sup  
tension can be felt with stomach Each faculty/staffmember that chose port," says Janet White. Some of the 
cramps, headaches. to participate was assigned to the dis- services provided by DSS are inter- 
"I pull all nighters, take lots of caf- ability of their choice, although, ac- preters and note-takers for the deaf and 
feine, eat less, smoke lots of cording to White, many of them wrote blind 
cigarettes," says Ryan !&winski. back saying they would have whatever DSS started having Disability 
Sometimes it's necessaq to use re- disability they were assigned Awareness Day five years ago. They 
laxation techniques. A recent issue of Student mentors were assigned to try something new every year, Accord- 
"Self-Help & Psychology Magazine," cipants who had the .same ing to White, in past years the aware- 
suggested some ways to relax. For . These disahled students met ness day involved the entire campus. 
example in the technique called pwbcipants before Disability Obstacle courses and guest speakers 
breathing-up: and discussed with were provided However, this year 
-Lie in a comfortable position allow- them the limitations they have due to DSS wanted a more individually fo- 
ing you to breathe freely and deeply cused went. Plans for the events of 
through your mouth. If you prefer, "I learned a lot," says Rufus Kinney, next year's Disability Awareness Day 
tilt your head back slightly. JSU English Professor who volun- @ve not k e n  made yet. 
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Grindley Curren feeds one of the blind kittens. Stallworth 
JSU students attend International Congress 
by Rachel  Riddell 
Managing Editor 
"Never before has the Carter hunger, poverty, conflict, and 
Center hosted such a diverse oppression through collaborative 
group with such an impressive initiatives in the areas of democ- - - 
Marlene Alvarez-Medina, variety of backgrounds." ratization and development, 
Malcolm Davidson, and KC Ra- During the two day Congress, global health, and urban revital- 
jendra of Jacksonville State Uni- the international students spoke ization. 
versity University were amzng with Carter Center staff on ways The occasion for the Congress 
the 112 international students to further development projects was the commemoration of the 
from seven southeastern states in their home countries. The 50th anniversary of NAFSA: As- 
selected to attend the Congress students also networked with sociation of International Edu- 
for International Students on each other and Carter Center cators. NAFSA is the largest 
Global Development held at The staff. professional membership associ- 
Carter Center in Atlanta, Geor- The Carter Center, in Atlanta, ation in the world for individu- 
gia November 14-15 1997. Georgia, is a nonprofit, nonpar- als and educational institutions 
US Ambassador Gordon tisan public policy institute engaged in the advancement of 
Streeb, Director of Global De- founded by former US. President effective international educa- 
velopment Initiatives at the Jimmy Carter and his wife, Ros- tional exchange. NAFSA will 
Carter Center, opened the alynn, 1982. The Center is dedi- celebrate its 50th anniversary in 
Congress with the comment, cated to fighting disease, 1998. 
Animals from page 1 
These stray kittens are just an rather than enthused. Accord- $45 locally. 
example of a greater problem on ing to Curren, they help find "In the long run that's going 
campus, and in the local com- homes for around 1000 animals to solve our problem,'' Curren 
munity, according to Curren. a year. says. "That's one of our main 
He says that Calhoun County The League, a volunteer orga- thrusts in the League for Animal 
has a large population of strays. nization, is also trying to help Welfare: the low-cost spay- 
The solution, Curren says, is combat the problem of unwanted neuter program. I think we fix 
getting people to have their pets pets by helping people with the five to six hundred animals a 
spayed or neutered. cost of getting their animals year. Think what would happen 
Curren belongs to a group fixed. They will help people if we didn't do that - God knows 
called the League for Animal who can't afford it to pay half how many [strays] would be 
Welfare, which was founded to the cost of the operation, which wandering around." 
promote having strays adopted, can run anywhere from $25 to 
ATTENTION DECEMB.ER GRADUATES 
Immediate openings available for manager trainees with 
Norwest Financial 
- 
Norwest Financial is an 8 billion dollar consumer finance company, 
specializing in consumer financing. The ideal candidate has proven 
leadership sales skills and a desire to succeed. 
Al l interested candidates submit resume to 
Attention: Wayne Stefanovich 
District Manager 
13303 Kenley Way 
Birmingham. A1  35242 
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Those of you who are pinching In the Water Works, Gas and Welding and Construction of Pel1 
pennies to buy Christmas gifts Sewer Board's recommendation, City. 
may want to add a new coat to rates will increase, but the mini- This new facility, however, will 
your Christmas list. mum bill of $4.50 will not go up. be a utility building only, and the 
The Jacksonville City Council This is the first increase in office will not move from its cur- 
voted in favor of a five-percent more than 13 years, Rinker says, rent location at city hall. 
increase in gas rates at its and the minimum bill will still be The projected cost for the new 
November 24 meeting and cus- below the charge of the Alabama building is $132,900. 
tomers will see this increase on Gas Corporation. Councilwoman Sandra Sudduth 
their December bill. Jacksonville paid $4.15 per announced the official opening of 
Jacksonville State University, thousand cubic feet for gas in the holiday season in Jacksonville 
the city's biggest customer, will October of this year compared to would begin on December 1 with 
also be paying this increase ac- $3.21 in October of 1992. the lighting ceremony on the 
-.I I 
by Donna Huff about 20 percent of campus with favor of awarding the bid for the 
News Writer gas, said Jim McArthur, director* new Water Works, Gas and Sewer 
of JSUts Physical Plant. Department facility to Goodgame 
Walk To Class! 
1 Bedroom 




We are located across from Patterson Hall 
on Highway 204 
Upgrading street lights on south Treatment Plant. 
CHINA STAR 
west Greenleaf Street. The employment of Chad Ham- 
Opened the bid for the purchase of mett and Brett Cochran as UtiIity 
Dieters Delight (Fat Free-Low Cholesterol) Healthy Lunch Buffet Daily With Over 20 Items 
condition that they meet the re- Monday - Saturday 
Approved the purchase of a quirements of Ordinance No. 273. Lunch Buffet ................................. $4.95 
1998 Ford F600 Altec Bucket Reimbursed Joel Bonds and James 
Truck from the Alabama Depart- Webb $200 each for the cost of 
ment of Transportation at a cost of State of Alabama Master 
$14,000.00 for the Street Depart- Plumbers and Gas Fitters License 
which is required for their jobs. 
The Purchase of an ISCO Model Gave city employees extra time 
4210 Ultrasonic Flow Meter with off for the holidays. They will 
ensor and Cable and one AC close city hall at noon on Wednes- 
1/4 LB. Hamburger 
6 Piece Chicken Nugget 
Also Visit Our... 
cordng to Mlchael knker,  Util- The additional money from the square 
ity Office supervisor for Jack- gas increase w ~ l l  go into the gen- The Christmas parade will be 
sonvllle era1 budget accord~ng to Council- Thursday evening, December 4 
JSU paid the city almost men through downtown Jacksonville 
COLLECTOR'S CORNER 
-Comics - Sports & Non-Sports Cards 
- Collector Card Games - Supplies 
- Star Wars & Star Trek Collectibles 
Call 4353613 
Please leave a message if no one is available to answe~: 
$140,000 last year, but only heats The city councll also voted in 
Even if you're a 
VIEWS nun-conformist, there is something for you to do. 
The Chanticleer December 4, 1997 
Barely Managing Editor, Rachel Riddell 
Are you keeping yourself busy? 
At college, I believe (and so do many oth- 
ers) that it is helpful to be an involved stu- 
dent. Now, when I say "involved I mean 
not just going to your classes, and we all 
know what a chore that is to complete. I 
mean, join a group. Even if you're a non- 
conformist, there is something for you to do. 
And if you ARE an involved student, great! 
This is not meant to be a lecture. We get 
enough lectures from instructors and from 
home. 
Alright, I realize it's not a good idea to bum 
a candle at both ends. I know that I am doing 
acter. Believe me, my butt has been saved by 
character more times than I'd like to admit. 
Right now, I am preparing to graduate. As 
long as I live to see the end of this week 
without any major problems, I am good to 
go. Scary thing is, I don't know for sure 
where I'll be yet. But that's okay. Life 
would be  boring if it were entirely pre- 
dictable. 
Since I won't be a student here next semes- 
ter, that means I won't be writing here either. 
(Quit cheering so loud, it's rude.) I just 
thought it would be nice to leave some words - 
it anyway, and I 'm not alon f .sarcastic advice to help some- 
Stress is not something that's ne through their college journey. 
there on the list of things to acco Remember everytime you hear 
plish everyday. It just happens, eone taking a shower in the 
much like the gray hairs that keep , walk over to the commode 
springing into view on top of my e and flush a few times, they'll 
head. appreciate it. I know I do. 
This is just to let you know ho And that alarm clock, very 
any college experience can be ortant, turn it on to go off every 
much more fulfilling. College i kend you're away so that your 
time where you make or break neighbors (in the dorm or apart- 
yourself. More often, both are accom- 
plished. I know that I am grateful for the 
people I have met by being involved at Jax 
State, and the friendships that have devel- 
oped with many of them. 
There are many ways to be involved with 
Jax State. I don't think it would be fair to try 
to even mention every campus activity, but 
- I'll try to find a few. 
You wouldn't be reading this at all if I was- 
n't active in the student media. This is help- 
ful for my major and resume. This is high on 
the stress scale when it comes to deadline, 
but hey, I wouldn't change it for the world. I 
live tor the excitement when there's a need to 
have it done, right now. 
And you know, there is a lot of teamwork 
that goes on in most groups, clubs, and 
activities. I know being a part of Lady 
Gamecock athletics and athletics at others 
colleges, has helped me deal with most any- 
one and most crunch time situations. 
It's the little things that make the big dif- 
ference, for example: just showing someone 
how to turn on a computer; letting someone 
know that their shoe lace is untied; sharing 
information on topics you need help with 
(tutoring); a goofy grin to change a grouch 
into a more reasonable person. 
There are just too many little things that go 
without notice, and you have to learn to 
accept that and be a silent angel at times. 
Like most times, it's great for building char- 
ment buildings) have to deal with an alarm 
blaring away for hours at a time. Even bet- 
ter, set it for the middle of the night. 
Make sure, that by midterms, you have 
reached the limit of cuts for all of your class- 
es. This way, when you are really sick and 
miserable, you can pass the germs to every- 
one on campus (don't tell me  there aren't 
people that do this). 
And when you can't find a way to tell 
someone (a good person) how stupid you 
feel for acting like an idiot, by all means 
avoid them for the rest of the semester. 
That's enough advice. There are a few 
more things that need to be said. 
I really would like to thank everyone that 
has supported me in my college years. There 
are the roommates from the states of 
Wisconsin, Florida, Alabama, and Illinois, I 
thank you all for your friendship and not 
killing me for my messy side of the room. 
Softball coaches, if it weren't for you I 
wouldn't have had a chance to play a sport 
that I love (intercollegiately), or received my 
education at a great price. 
All of my instructors, without you, I would 
not be needing to write this. All of my fam- 
ily deserves a thank you, they did a great job 
at helping me with everything. Above all, 
the numerous friends that have made me 
smile and have shown me what life is all 
about, almost. Thank you again. Au revoir, 
mes amies. 
Thomas Webb 
Maybe you can go home again. 1 
I I 
Isn't it strange how much difference a year your job, and having the security of familiar 
can make' You experience so many things, things around you But nothing compares to 
and grow so much because of them You the feeling of being out on your own, know- 
really don't notice how much you've ing that you don't have to answer to anyone 
changed until you go back to the people and but yourself. And there is the prlde you feel 
places you grew up around. at belng able to support yourself 
Going home for the holidays after you've What do the parents get out of it' Well, 
moved out on your own really gives a per- beyond the plummeting costs of their month- 
spective on how things really are. Most peo- ly telephone, electric, water and grocery 
ple go through that stage where they think bills, they get to spend some time alone 
they know everything, and think their parents together, espec~ally if you're the last chlld 
have just rolled off the potato wagon You out of the home And they get to turn your 
think to yourself that everything they do old bedroom into the pool hall they've 
must be directed towards the aim of 
making your life miserable - after It really does seem like some- 
all, you're the center of the uni- g changes in both of you while 
verse, aren't you? 're separated. They stop wor- 
Curfew, allowances, and g quite as much about you. By 
discipline for misbehavior ma e time you're in college they've 
you think that your parents are ho ither done a good job raising you, 
rible ogres. But after you get a r its just too late to do anything 
from home and have to start 
porting yourself, you begin to rea And you begin to realize that 
ize what your parents were tryin ey're not really half as bad as 
to teach you all along: self-reliance. you remembered. They're actually pretty 
But when you're still in the house with your 
parent's you can't see beyond the day-to-day 
arguments and battles, and realize just how 
smart your parents are 
So it comes as a surprise when you see 
your family again, and come upon the real- 
ization that maybe your parents knew what 
they were doing a11 along You can see that 
those years of yard work and dishwashing 
weren't really their way of malung you into 
their source of slave labor, they were just try- 
ing to give you a work ethic so you wouldn't 
fall flat on your face upon enterlng the job 
market 
And a good long separation really is best 
for both sides Sure you miss having all the 
b ~ l l s  paid, never having to worry about losing 
cool people when you stop to think about it. 
Who else would have put up with your . 
tantrums and your whining? 
Having you away for a while probably mel- 
lows the parents out a bit too. .. even the most 
irritating child is tolerable in small doses. 
They know you didn't mean to be so frustrat- 
ing; they were young once, too. 
And so you find that you've reached a com- 
fort zone with your family, and you're able to 
accept them for what they are, and know that 
they'll do the same. 
Its nothing really earth-shattering - count- 
less people have been through the same thing 
before - but it's stlii a good feeling to be at 
peace with your family, and finally be able to 
see how much you love them. 
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In response to Mr. Vance's letter of 13 November 1997 
regarding parking: 
I agree with Mr. Vance's idea that we ark the paying customers, but JSU does not 
agree with us. On a similar subject, take atterndance policies. I have heard some 
teachers on defending the attendance policy say, "Well, we have to come, so you have 
to come." This is faulty reasoning. We are not PAID to come. We PAY to come. If college 
is supposed to builbresponsibility, how will bribing us to come to class work? If 
we pay, shouldn't we be responsible enough to come or not? We can vote and die for 
our country, but we're not old enough to make our own decisions. 
Students who can pass without showing up to class should be rewarded, not punished. 
If they can't, then they'll fail without the help of the attendance policy. An attendance 
policy is as absurd as putting a screen door on a submarine. No real college has 
one. Responsible adults must attend there. Think of what kind of message you're sending 
students, JSU-"Well, if you look at age, you're adults, but we don't go by that 
here." If anyone can think of a reason to have attendance policies, I'd love to hear 
it. 
Michael Massingill <sirgawain@mailexcite.com> - 
I stress relieving activity during I 
I finals week? I 
I *compiled by Fritz I 
Duringfinals, I don 't know. After 
finals I'll be celebrating with my 
good friend Jack! 
Micah Cushing 
Senior 
Make my boyfriend cook me din- 
ner and feed me cheese cake 
I 
Forum is our readers' column. Our policy for letters to the editor should be kept in mind when working on 
submissions. 
*The Chanticleer will not print letters which are libelous andlor defamatory. 
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammar as well as style. 
*There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters from the same person and we will publish 
rebuttals no later than two weeks after the publication of the article, editorial, or letter in question. 
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission. 
*Deadline for submissions is noon Monday, before desired publication. 
I *Submissions may be brought to the Chanticleer office, sent through campus mail to 180 Self Hall, or 
I 
I'm going to go shopping and max 
out my credit card. 
Leslie Houston 
Freshman 
e-mailed to newspaper@student-mail.jsu.edu. All submissions,must include a name, phone number, and 
student number for JSU students. 
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' a, 
Right and middle left: The crews of 
WLJS can only hope that you enjoy 
listening to their shows as much as 
they enjoyed providing you your live 
airwave entertainment. 
Right and middle right: if the airwave 
entertainment wasn't enough for you , 
then maybe you fowd some of the local 
entertainment like the Cool Beans CD 
party at Brothers w d d l e  right] or the 
. now famous Open Mic Night at the 
Acoustic Cafe [Rtght]. 
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Right: part of the campus went medieval 
during parents day. The local chapter of 
the SCA dressed up, fought it out, and let 
parents day participants shoot arrows at 
them. What more could you ask for? 
Middle right: this was the year that frater- 
nity row was dedicated as the Paul Carpen- 
ter Village. Paul Carpenter was the man 
with the vision that made this site of build- 
ings a physical reality. 
Middle left and right: the JSU Gamecock 
Cheerleaders gave us theif all for both 
football and basketball teams. Here they 
are at the first pep rally of the season and 
at Midnight Madness. 
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C ki A 0 S by Brian Shuster 
hot idea." end. I can't decipher these hieroglyphics, and without 










16 Rabbit kin 
17 Lubricates 
18 Style of painting 
19 Scent 
20 Fruit thickening 
agent 
22 Gibing 
24 Son of Seth 
26 Little fight 
27 Trade 
31 Rubs out 
35 Past 
36 Sitting room 
38 Covered with 
gold 
39 Metal fastener 
41 Abate 
42 High nest . 
43 Equal 
44 Descends o 1997 ~ribvw, ~ e d i a  ~ e ~ o e s ,  Inc. 
suddenly All nghts resewed. 
46 Greek letter 
47 Mexican shawl 
49 Provided with 
guns 
51 Red planet 
53 Simmer 
54 Actress Harnel 
58 Like mosaic 
62 On - with 
(equal to) 
63 Come up 
65 Indian of Peru 
' 66 Parched 
67 Burdened 
68 Goblet feature 
69 - off (began) 
70 Used up 
71 Animal pelt 
DOWN 
ANSWERS 
9 Old railroad car 
10 Scarcity 
11 Dry river bed 
12 Elvis - Presley 
13 Floating mass of 
ice 
21 Not talented 
23 Hearing organ 
25 Metal fastener 
27 Worries 
28 Molding style 
29 Activist 
30 Arm joint 
32 Warning sound 




1 Traffic sign 40 In love with 
2 Great Lake 42 Tree 
3 Powder 44 Continued 
4 Method stories 
5 Italian title 45 Doctor's client 54 Immense 59 Against 
6 F ~ i t  drink 48 Dish 55 Fencing sword 60 Chilled 
7 Decades 50 Like a barn bird 56 Uncommon 61 Titled lady 
8 Works for 52 Leftover bit 57 Helper 64 Japanese coin 
C H A 0  S by Brian Shuster 
"What's his rush?" 
CLOSE TO HOME JOHN MCPHERS~N 
"Yeah, well, where's Kathie Lee now?!" 
CLOSE To HOME JOHN MCPHERSON 
"OK, Mrs. Morris. I need to have you 
scoot as far to your left as possible." 
Freddy Clement 
By Scott Hopkin Clements teaches more than 
Contributing Editor eight classes over the course of a 
"Nobody comes to visit me in year, some of which he doesn't 
the evening unless they want to charge to the university. "Its 
make an evening of it. I'll put on okay," he says, "the second level 
the fancy coffee and they can't [classes] are the ones who are 
shut me up." really interested." 
Freddy Clements is one of the He also occasionally takes a few 
more unusual, and nicest, persons students with him when he works 
you can meet. Not only is he during the summer, in order to 
recognized as an excellent in- get experience in theater away 
structor, both by the students and from the university. 
by the faculty, he is one of the Clements says he is constantly 
renowned experts on period teaching, even when he was 
women's underwear on the east- working professionally. When he 
JSU drama teacher is a man S in perpetual motion 
choral trip. They eventually ever, he says that he gets 
worked out their differences; they most of his research done 
insisted that he never teach through looking at "real gar- 
"twelve and under. " ments just rotting in attics," 
Clements doesn't regret his field as well as going to museums 
change. and looking at their textile 
"I realized I've always been a collection. 
teacher," says Clements. He says Clements spends a lot of 
he always would stop when he time working on costumes. 
was working when he or someone Besides the long hours he 
else discovered a new thing. puts in the costume shop, 
Clements is already working on (people use him as a mes- 
the JSU production "Pirates of sage board because he's al- 
Penzance" as well as working on ways there) Clements does a 
an opera for Converse College in lot of work in his unfinished Leslie Balley 
em seaboard. decided that education was the Spartenburg, South Carolina. basement in the shop he as Drama teacher F r e e  Clements 
"I think he is a very talented field in which he wanted to earn In addition to the classes he set up there. "Its kin& nice. discusses costuming techniques 
man," says Dr. Steve Whitton, his Masters. He and his parents teaches, "when I'm doing a show, I sometimes bring work here with his students. 
JSU English professor and regu- briefly fought; they felt he was I'm doing a full time job," says home. I can kick my shqes 
lar actor and director. "I've also making a mistake, mostly because Clements. off; its a lot more comfortable.'' says he knows a secret on how to 
seen him work around students. I of their own personal experience. Clements focuses on prepara- Comfort when designing cos- make this trial period go 
think he's a really, really good Clement's parents, both musicians tion, especially in researching tumes isn't just what he looks at. smoothly. "Half of a good fit- 
teacher with students. I think and both former teachers, had a costume designs. "I usually use When it comes time for actors to ting," he says, is to "say how 
[he] probably cares about them very badexperience involvingtwo every show as an excuse to buy a try on their outfits, many of them 
too " drunk h ~ g h  school students and a new book," says Clements How- feel uncomfortable Clements see Clements page 12 
Exhausted after walking up tlung nice, but he couldn't think of the floor. sweet fragrance filling her nos- 
seven flights of stairs, they ready for winter." "Listen, I've got to go to the trils, wafting down into her lungs 
plopped down on the library sofa. walked back over and restroom. You get your thoughts like a drug. She raced to the win- 
She sighed, he exhaled ner- down on the couch. He straight and you can ask me when dow to see if he had left, tiny 
vously ... it was hot. When she 
wasn't looking, he sniffed his eyes. He had just walked out of the 
armpit to make sure he didn't her walk away, and library. 
stink. In the background a door 
clicked shut, a conversation mur- 
mured, someone turned a page. name. inside him like like shouts in the narrow stair- 
"I sure do wish they would get "You sur 
that elevator fixed," he said, wip- said. "I wis 
ing the sweat from his forehead, good." 
His hands shook a little, but she He didn't 
didn't notice. 
"Me too," was the reply. 
He watched her as she got a pen from the com e him like this. Reaching street in front of a car--it swerved 
out of her backpack. She had dark 
eyes, and her shoulder-length 
brown hair was tucked casually 
behind her ears. He loved it when of shelves. He thought about how 
she did that. Maybe he could do it. much it looked like driving by a 
for her some day.. 
"Is there something in my heart in lus throat. like he had dreamt of her kissing 
ha i~?bhe  asked. A couple minutes later she' re- him for so long. His face turned as 
"Oh--uh, no, I thought--uh--I say. He ddn't so much as take a at him. What little courage turned from the bathroom to find red as the lipstick that was 
thought there was but there's not." smeared on it, and with a little 
Her lips tightened and she 
pressed the toe of her tennis shoe from aisle to aisle, watching the "Did you want to ask me s 
into the carpet. She looked frus- way she moved. Every swish of thing?" 
trated. her hair and sway of her hips "Uuhh ..... I, um ... well, 
He ventured a question: "Boy, made his heart pound against the know ... I was just, I mean--" the stem was broke off. It 
this is some lovely weather, itn't walls of his chest. "Well?'she continued. as if he'd been carrying it 
it?'Sweat was pumping out of 
every pore in his body. she said. He wanted to say some- mind," he said, casting his gaze to up to her nose and smelt it, the - 
. - , 
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Shania Twain 
Come On Over 
Mercury Records *
Music lovers, be prepared for a 
rock'n'country experience. Come 
On Over is Shania Twain's 
follow-up to The Woman In Me, 
and it is packed with sixteen great 
songs. Some of the songs have 
attitude, but Shania also shows 
her softer side. 
Currently climbing the charts is 
"Love Gets Me Every Time" (or 
the "goldarn gone and done it" 
song). This song has a toe- 
tapping beat that made me want to 
get up and dance the first time I 
heard it. And if you've ever fallen 
IHANTICLEER 
time, you can definitely identlfy 
with it. 
"Don't Be Stupid (You Know I 
Love You)" is her latest single 
release. The only way I know how 
to describe it is a love song with 
an attitude. The music is great-- 
a mixture of drums, guitar, and a 
little fiddle thrown in. I'm sure it 
will be making its own trip up the 
charts. 
"From This Moment On", her 
duet with Bryan White, has wed- 
ding song of the year written all 
over it. And this song has versa- 
tility. I predict that it will make 
an appearance on the pop charts 
as well. 
"Man! I Feel Like A Woman!" 
and "Whatever You Do! Don't!" 
are songs with a very sexy sound, 
aided by Twain's touch-me-not 
vocal quality. And men every- 
where need to take notes from "If 
You Wanna Touch Her, Ask!". 
This song outlines the true way to 
a woman's heart. 
"You're Still The One" and "I 
Won't Leave You Lonely" are 
both love songs with a slower beat 
and a romantic sound. She shows 
her emotional side, then swings 
right back into feminism with 
"That Don't Impress Me Much". 
In my opinion, Come On Over is 
Shania Twain's best work yet. 
This CD is a must for everyone's 
music collection. 
-Angel Weaver 
Clements from page 11 "sixteen plus [performances] at with wildflowers from the Vir- 
pretty it was [on them]." least," and that Whitton has a ginia area, which makes him 
Besides working with the ac- strong background in theater think of home. He says that 
tors, Clements works with the which he says helps to communi- people are a lot more friendly 
director and producer to envision cate what he is feeling. here, especially in the malls. He 
their play, so that he can make Clements plans on staying in describes shopping there as " F m  
the costumes match. Jacksonville until he retires, million people, and everybody 
One of his favorite cohorts to "Probably much to my mother's was alone." 
work with is Whitton, who dismay," he says, shaking his "He's brilliant," says Frank 
Clements has worked with since head ruefully. He says that this Soukey, a student of Freddy 
he amved at JSU. "We cornmu- part of Alabama has attracted a Clements, "If you write anything 
nicate real easily," says lot of people from the Virginia bad, you will be hunted down and 
Clements. Clements says that he area, his birth state. Clements hurt." 
has worked with Whitton in says this area has been seeded 
in love at the most inopportune 
I- - 
ATTENTION STUDENTS!! 
WE CARRY A WIDE SELECTION OF TEXTBOOKS, SUPPLIES, 
GAMECOCK CLOTHING, AM) MORE!! 
JACKSONVILLE 
Last second shot in overtime gives JSU a 2-3 mark 
SPORTS 
The Gamecocks began their season back on 
by Shannon Fagan 
- - - November 18. They played their first road 
Our younger players 
now have a better under- 
standing of this rivalry. 
--Mike Williams ,, 
Sports Editor game of the season at Georgia Southern, los- 
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The basketban season has opened up full ing by the final of 95-85. 
swing for the Gamecocks. So far on the Jason Robinson came off the bench and 
young season, Jax State is 2-3. scored 28 points and pulled down 11 rebounds 
Last Tuesday, the Gamecocks captured their to lead the Gamecocks. Starting guard Derrell 
second win of the young season against Johnson burned the nets for 12 points but it 
Alabama State. The game was tied at the end wasn't enough as Georgia Southern came 
of regulation, but a last second shot by Jay away with the win. 
Knowlton in overtime gave JSU an 82-80 win. Robinson wasn't the only bench player to 
Knowlton finished the game with 33 points. .make an impact. Niki Okolovoitch came in 
He also had 10 rebounds on the evening. and scored eight points and pulled down five 
Other Gamecocks in double figures were rebounds. Jeff Bellamy also chipped in with 
Derrell Johnson with 26 points and Alex seven points and pulled down five rebounds. 
Beason with 10 points. Georgia Southern was led by Quincy Wright 
Alabama State was led by Jonathan Gilbert's and Quentin Martin. Wright had 26 points on 
28 points. Corey Williams wasn't far behind, the evening while Martin scored 24 points. 
scoring 21 points on the night. Other players in double figures for the 
Golden Eagles were Fernando Daniel and 
Hamp Jones. Each had 13 points, helping 
Georgia Southern to defeat the Gamecocks. 
Jacksonville State continued their three 
game road trip with a visit to Montgomery. 
They played the Alabama State Hornets and 
came away with their first win of the young 
season, winnlng by the final of 98-92. 
The Gamecocks were led by several players. 
Derrell Johnson led all scorers with 24 points. 
Forward Jason Robinson wasn't far behind, 
scoring 22 points and pulling down seven 
rebounds. Jay Knawlton came away with 11 
points on the evening, including two three- 
pointers. 
Once again, the bench helped to provide a 
spark. Niki Okolovitch hit two three- pointers 
on his way to 14 total points. Nibra White 
also contributed to the Gamecock cause by 
adding 13 points. 
The Hornets were led by a trio of players. 
Jonathan Gilbert scorched the nets for 22 
points and pulled down five rebounds. Bench 
players Jasuan Moncreif and Jeff Thomas 
each added 15 points, but it wasn't enough as 
the Gamecocks held on for the six point win. 
JSU traveled to Coleman Coliseum on 
November 24 to face the Alabama Crimson 
Tide. The Gamecocks were looking to make a 
statement against their in-state foe, but were 
totally decimated by the final of 105-72. 
The Gamecocks held on in the early part of 
the game, but Alabama went on a first half 
scoring frenzy and led by 25 points at the 
break. Things didn't get any better in the sec- 
ond period of play, as Alabama's defense did 
See Basketball page 14 
Troy State demolishes Gamecocks in season-ender 
by Shannon Fagan 
Sports Editor 
Jacksonville State traveled to Troy on 
Thursday, November 20 to face their in-state 
nemesis, the Troy State Trojans. The 
Gamecocks were destroyed by the Trojans, 
losing by the final of 49-0. 
"They've got a really good football team. I 
give Troy a lot of credit," said coach Mike 
Williams after the loss. 
For Williams, this was his first opportunity 
as a head coach to go up against his alma 
mater. He was hoping for a different result, 
however. 
"It hurts. I think we took a couple of steps 
back tonight. Our younger players now have a 
better understanding of this rivalry," Williams 
said. 
The Trojans wasted little time in taking con- 
trol. Running back Phillip Jones ran wild 
against the Gamecock defense all night long. 
Jones tied a school record on the evening for 
most touchdowns in a game with four scoring 
runs. 
His first touchdown scamper came in the first 
quarter. Jones dashed 21-yards for Troy's first 
score of the evemng. Lawrence Tynes' extra 
point made it 7-0 Troy State. 
In the second quarter, the Trojans put togeth- 
er a four play, 55-yard dnve that resulted in 
Jones' second touchdown run. He bulldozed 
h ~ s  way in from two-yards out. The point-after 
was good, increasing Troy's lead 14-0 
The Trojans continued to pour it on later In 
the quarter After a Gamecock punt, Andy 
Swafford returned 69 yards for a touchdown 
The extra point made ~t 21-0 
Troy State scored once agan in the quarter 
on a 74-yard dnve that resulted In Jones' thrd 
touchdown run of the evening. The 
Gamecocks couldn't establish any type of 
scoring dnve and traled at the half 28-0. 
In the thlrd quarter, the onslaught continued. 
Jones found hls way into the end zone once 
again. This time, he rumbled in from one-yard 
out. The point-after made ~t an overwhelmng 
35-0 lead 
Jacksonville State's woes co~tinued In the 
fourth quarter. They faled to make any type of 
sconng threat and the defense couldn't stop 
what the Trojan attack threw at them. 
Frustrations began to show and the penalties 
began to mount. Thls gave Troy even more 
opportunities to score. 
The Trojans took advantage of those oppor- 
tunities. After another Gamecock drive 
stalled, the Trojans marched down the field 
again. 
This time, quarterback Mareno Philyaw 
called his own number and dashed into the end 
zone from four-yards out. The point-after 
made it 42-0. 
Late in the game, the Trojans scored another 
touchdown. Running back Mmeo Jones 
spnnted 52-yards for the score to give Troy 
State a lop-sided 49-0 victory. 
The Gamecocks end their season with a 1-10 
record (1-6 in SFL play) 
Despite the dlsappointlng season, the 
Gamecocks had several players voted to the 
1997 All-Southland Team. 
On the second team offense, honors went to 
quarterback Montressa Kirby, receiver Ronald 
Bonner, and offensive lineman Jason Haas. 
Honorable mentions on defense went to 
defensive llneman Zevon Garth and llnebacker 
Antonio Andrews. 
Ed H~ll 
OfSensive lineman Jason Haas made 
the 1997 All-SFL second team. 
Jax State rifle team shoots down their competition 
by Shannon Fagan 
Sports Editor 
' On November 21-23, the Gamecock rifle 
team hosted the Gamecock Rifle Invitational. 
Competing teams included Texas-El Paso, 
Tennessee Technological University, the 
University of Memphis, Mercer University, 
and Austin Peay. 
The competition was composed of two 
parts: the smallbore team rifle competition 
and the air rifle competition. Jacksonville 
State finished in first place overall with an 
aggregate score of 61 17. 
In the smallbore rifle competition, 
Jacksonville State was led by Shane Barnhart. 
He achieved a prone shootlng score of 397, a 
standing score of 372, and a kneeling score of 
396. 
His composite score of 1165 was second in 
the competition, one point behind match win- 
ner Kathy Schuneman. 
Barnhart was followed by teammates Eric 
Litz, Lucinda Roddy, Stephanie Goeden, 
Susan Rogers, and Stephanie Crossman. Litz 
and Roddy finished with identical composite 
scores, tying them for eighth overall. 
Goeden finished with a score of 1133. She 
was followed by Rogers with a composite 
score of 1126 and Crossman with a score of 
1105. This helped the team to finish second 
overall to Tennessee Technological 
University with a score of 4572. 
In the air rifle competition, Barnhart led the 
team once again. He placed second overall, 
one point behind champion Kathy 
Schuneman. He had a total score of 391. 
Litz was followed closely by teammates 
Eric Litz and Lucinda Roddy. Litz finished 
with a total of 390 and Roddy finished with a 
score of 389. 
Other finishers included Stephanie Goeden, 
Suresh Perera, Stephanie Crossman, and 
Susan Rogers. In this event, the team finished 
first overall with a team score of 1545. 
The rifle team's next major event will be on 
January 18. They will compete in the James 
Newkirk Invitational. 
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Lady Gamecocks battle Southern Miss to the wire 
by Bob Helm 
Sports Wri ter  
The Lady Gamecocks officially 
tipped off the basketball season 
against Alabama State on Monday, 
November 24th, and walked away 
losing by the final of 74-62. 
Despite nearly equal shooting 
and rebounding, Jacksonville State 
allowed Alabama State to get to 
the free-throw line 25 times in the 
second half. 
The Lady Gamecocks only 
reached the free-throw line six 
times. This groved to be the differ- 
ence as Alabama State took advan- 
tage. 
They made 17 of their shots from 
the foul line. The damage was 
done mostly by forward Felecia 
Arrington. She hit eight of her 12 
free throws. Guard Faedra James 
hit eight of her 11 free-throws as 
well. 
JSU was led in scoring and 
rebounding by senior center 
Basketball from page 13 
Melissa Harden. She scored 16 
points and grabbed seven boards. 
Freshman Minnie McElrath 
chipped in with 11 points. She also 
had four rebounds in only 21 min- 
utes of play. 
Last Friday, while most of us 
were still digesting leftovers from 
Thanksgiving, the Lady 
Gamecocks went to the Southern 
Miss Lady Eagle Classic 
Tournament in Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi. 
JSU did not win the tourney, but 
they went 1-1 and were able to win 
the consolation game. 
In the first game against the host 
team, southern Miss, the Lady 
Gamecocks battled to the wire. 
With less than two seconds on the 
clock, Southern Miss scored to 
beat JSU in a heartbreaker, 68-66. 
JSU was led in scoring again by 
center Melissa Harden. She shot 
an amazing 74% and scored 26 
points. 
Her sister Karen Harden added 
11 points from the forward posi- 
tlon. 
Southern Miss was led by for- 
ward Melody Reed. She scored 25 
points on 12 of 14 shooting. 
Harden also grabbed 14 rebounds 
to post a double-double. 
Southern Miss went on to win 
the Lady Eagle Classic for a ninth 
time on Saturday, edging 
Northeastern Illinois 57-54. 
Melody Reed was naibed tour- 
nament MVP as she scored 15 
points and grabbed 10 boards for 
another double-double. 
The consolation game pitted the 
Lady Gamecocks against Mercer 
in a game both teams wanted to 
win, for the loser would go home 
winless. 
After a close, low scoring first 
half, the Lady Gamecocks held a 
two-point lead. Coach Austin's 
team came out swinging in the.sec- 
ond half en route to a nineteen 
point win, 76-57. 
The Lady Gamecock defense 
forced 21 turnovers and had 14 
steals. If JSU wasn't pressuring 
defensively, they poured it on 
offensively. 
They shot 18 of 35 i;l the sec- 
ond half, including a sizzling 7 of 
14 from three-point land. 
Once again, Meiissa Harden was 
the scoring leader for JSU. 
Harden scored 22 points on 7 1% 
shooting. For her effort, Melissa 
was named to the All-Tournament 
Squad. 
Senior Suzanne Shirley was sec- 
ond in scoring with 12. hitting 4 of 
7 from behind the arc. Sophomore 
Tanya Simmons chipped in with 
10 points in only 17 minutes. 
The Lady Gamecocks returned to 
the friendly confines ~ f . ~ h o m e  on
Monday evening. They hosted 
Belmont University. 
The game was close throughout, 
but in the end Belmont came away 
with a 69-63 win. 
Jacksonville State was led by 
center Betsy Trau. Trau scored 17 
points on the night and grabbed 
seven rebounds. 
Suzan Shirley came off the bench 
to score 16 points and Melissa 
Harden stripped the nets for 13 
points, but Belmont kept hanging 
around. At the end of the first 
period of play, they held a 32-31 
advantage. 
Cold shooting in the second peri- 
od spelled doom for the Lady 
Gamecocks. Jacksonville State 
only -hit seven shots the rest of the 
way, enabling Belmont to take 
charge. 
Belmont was led in scoring by 
center Abbey Benton. She scored 
15 points and pulled down 15 
rebounds. 
Jessica Matson chipped in with 
10 points as Belmont escaped with 
the win. 
The Lady Gamecocks are back 
home December 10 in a rematch 
against Alabama State. Tip-off is 
scheduled for 7 p.m. at Pete 
Mathews Coliseum. 
not let up. Jay Knowlton and guard Alex 
Jacksonville State was led by Jay Beason each scored 20 points on the 
Knowlton's 15 points. He also pulled night Nlbra White came off the 
* 
down four rebounds on the evening. bench to add 10 points, but a late run 
Jamaal Hickman came away with by Tennessee Tech proved to be the 
nine points and Derrell Johnson difference. 
Just In New 
Christmas 
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Just in time for the holidays, the triple cheese 
is on sale for only 99 cents +u. JSU Jewelry Sold Exclusively At.. . 
Happy Holidays from / \ .\ Pelham Plaza Quality Diamond Jac&onville 
Everyone at  McDonald's - [m] p] - Merchants 
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e Computer Leader? 
110 Days Same as Cash with No Money ~ o w n !  
I I 
Intel Pentium 150mhz CPU 
1.3 GB Hard Disk, 16mb ED0 Ram + 32MB EDORAM 
1 Ox Internal CD, 33.6 modem + 3.4 Gig Hard Disk 
1 1.3" Dual Scan Color Displa 
Glidepad Pointing Device + 56k Modem W /  ~2 
Battery / Charger 
Microsoft Windows 95 
all for Quick Credit Approval 
TIME TO SELL BOOKS BACK 
TOP ELEVEN REASONS TO 
SELL BACK BOOKS TO US TODAY!! 
1 1. We really want books and will pay top dollar 
10. Extra money for Christmas shopping 
9. May go out-of-print or be replaced if you wait 
8. Studies show you won't use them again 
1 7. Next semester's book buyers will appreciate you I 




TOP $$$$ - 
6. When we reach our projected need, that's it 
5. Unlike wine, old books don't improve with age 
4. Are you really going to study for finals. 
3. Enter drawing to win prizes 
2. We may not need them tomorrow 
1. One word: CASH' 
